PHYSICS
 THE WORLD   OF  SCIENCE
SOME MEMBERS OF THE ATOMIC FAMILY
The numbers in brackets after the name denote first the electric charge and second the mass The
charge on an electron is counted as—1 unit and the electron mass as+1 unit Thus(-f-l 207)means
the particle has a positive charge of 1 unit and a mass 207 times that of the electron
 
Photon (0 0)
Electron (—1 1)
Position (-rl 1)
Neutrino (0
iiuti neutrino (0 0)
Muon (±1 207)
Pion (±1 273) or (0 204)
Kaon {±1 967) or (0
974)
 A quantum of electromagnetic radiation e g light S rays y ravs The
concept was Introduced by M Planck in 1900 when he described the
emission of Light as taking place in packets rather than in a steady
stream The energy of i photon is proportional to the frequency of the
radiation and inversely proportional to the wavelength
IJeptms
Discovered by J J Thomson in 18W The number of oibital electrons in
an atom determine,, its chemical properties Actual rest mass =
9 1 x ICT88 g Emitted as $ rays bv some radioactive nuclei A
stable particle
Positive counterpart or anti particle to uhe electron Predicted
theoretically by P A. M Diiac in 1928 and first discovered sn cosmic
rays by C D Anderson in 1932 Emitted as /? rays by some radioactive
nuclei When positrons and electrons collide they usually annihilate
each other and turn into y rays consequently positrons only last about
10~1G sec within ordinary matter but are stable in isolation
TheoS particles travel with the speed of light and are distinguished from
one another by the relation of their spin to their direction of motion
A neutrino is emitted with the positron during positive ft decay and an
anti neutrino with the electron during negative jS decay Then- inter
iction with matter is extremely slight First postulated by Paul! in
1933 and detected in 1960 tt meson decay also produces neutnaos and
anti neutrinos but m 1962 it was proved experimentally that these are a
different species Thus there are two kinds of neutrino each with an
anti neutrino AH these particles are distinguished from photons by
having different spin
Similar to but heavier than the electron and positron disintegrates into
electron (or positron if positive) +neutrino +anfci neutrino
Mesons
The r meson    Charged pions decay either into muons and neutrinos or
into electrons and neutrinos    Neutral pions decay into v rays into
positron electron pairs   or both   Pions are ultimately connected with
nuclear forces ib  with the   strong   interaction
The K mesons These decay in many different ways producing other
mesons electrons and neutrinos
 
Proton (+1 18361)
Anti proton <—1 1836 1)
Neutron (0 1838 6)
Anti neutron (0 1838 6)
Lambda Particle (0 2188)
Sigma Particle (0 or
±1   about 2380)
Omega Minus (—1 3270)
 The positively charged constituent of nuclei the hydrogen nucleus is one
proton Past moving protons occur m cosmic rays Does not spon
taneously disintegrate
Negative anti particle of the proton Its existence was long suspected
Artificially prodaced and detected for the first tune m 1955 Will react
with the proton to produce pions or kaons
Discovered by J Ghadwick hi 1932 The neutral constituent of nuclei
When free it spontaneously disintegrates into a proton an electron and
an anti neutrino after an average lifetime of about 18 minutes Passes
through matter much more easily than charged particles
The anti particle of the neutron from which it is distinguished by pro
perties connected with its magnetic moment and spin Will react with
neutron to produce pions or kaons
Discovered in 1947    Decays into proton plus pion.
Various modes of disintegration producing neutrons protons mesons and
lambda, particles
Predicted by recent theory and discovered at Brookhaven, New York m
1984 Still under intensive study
 
QUANTUM THEORY AND RELATIVITY
Quantum Theory
The point of view of the last paragraph is oharac
teristio of quantum theory which Is the currently
accepted fundamental theory of matter and
motion One ran reasonably ask at what position
ia0pace, exactly Isaparttcle? Or -what exactly
is the wavelength of a wave ? But the tot ques-
 tion cannot be reasonably asked of a wave nor the
second of a particle Since electrons have some
thing in common with both one question cannot
be answered precisely for electrons without is
noting the other alternatively both questions
can be given an imprecise answer As the wave
length of electrons is Ultimately connected with
their speed, one has to accept an accurate know
ledge of the speed (wavelength) and ignorance of

